
Parent Forum Meeting – 16th June 2017 

Present: Mr Tomson, Mrs Wilde, Mr Mole (Governor), Mrs Goodson (Foundation), Mrs Trew (Yr 2), 

Mrs ghouse (Yr 1), Mrs Acheson (yr 3), Mrs Shenton (Yr 4), Mrs Kirkwood (Yr 5), Mrs Siddall (Yr 6) 

Apologies : Mrs Bockmuehl (church representative) 

Homework: Mr T states that there are no plans to change homework but we are open to discussion 

round this.  

General discussion around how children react to open-ended learning log homework. A lot of anxst 

amongst children and parents. Whilst some parents understand this is a journey that the kids are 

going on to learn how to approach open-ended problems like the learning log it can be hard for 

parents to watch the children go through this or to even understand why they are having to do this. 

Some parents are concerned that children will be turned off homework.  

Mrs Wilde has sent out guidelines to help children to see what their options are. Mymaths exists as 

the learning log does not give much scope for maths homework.  

The learning log is meant to help children to be creative in their thinking and not necessarily creative 

as in artwork. 

Parents would like school to know that the children are struggling. 

The school is now introducing learning log earlier so that children know whats expected of them as 

they get older. In Yr 1 they get an early version of the learning log where they choose one of the 

options. 

Yr 4 in particular is very vocal on this subject. The parents struggle because they don’t know what is 

expected and the homework seems to take such a long time. There is an issue with marking, it 

makes the homework competitive. Parents are wondering if we can remove the credits. Teachers do 

want to mark effort and not achievement.  

Mr T is sure that teachers can mark according to how much effort the kids have put in and where 

they are at in class. 

Mrs K remembers when the learning log first came out the family hated it but now the benefits are 

coming through and mrs K can see her children are learning to approach problems differently. 

Mrs S says children should be encouraged to enjoy the learning log because the proscriptive 

homework in secondary school is so much more boring. 

Mr T says that not all children are the same and they are motivated differently. For some kids the 

credit system works but for some its other things. 

The school is developing the learning log to be more progressional through the years. School 

acknowledges that those who had learning log thrown at them without too much explanation have 

found it difficult but the outcome should be the same that the children gain skills and confidence. 

Report from Yr 6 is that parents no longer have an issue with learning log because the children have 

learnt to deal with it and even enjoy it.  

There is always discussion in the class before the children go home. The school is trying to maintain 

the integrity of the learning log aims by not offering too much guidance. 



Parents feel that the learning log style is very time consuming and it would be nice if it wasn’t every 

week. MyMaths has been welcomed not just for mathematical value but because it breaks up the 

learning log. 

School is open to verbal feedback by the child and class presentation as well as written in the 

learning log. Mrs A says that she was nervous to send the child in without something written in her 

book. 

Yr 4 have had feedback that they need to write in the learning log as well. Mr T feels that as the 

children get older clearer evidence is required as that leans towards secondary school.  

Yr 1 have been asked not to bring in models, Mr T will investigate. School do sometimes ask for less 

cakes to come in. 

Mr T will look into  

 guidance and further input for parents in relation to growth mindset. 

 Explanation of the progressive nature of learning log being introduced as the years go by. 

 Marking to be reviewed and how credits are handed out. 

 Give guidance that doesn’t undermine the purpose for the children 

 Alternate homework styles so learning log is not so heavy 

 Explaining that written work does not have to happen every week and some homework may 

be an oral presentation or discussion of what was done. 

 Reviewing of the introduction in the learning log so it is parent friendly as well as child 

friendly 

Review of last minutes: 

Feedback was given to learn and master – Mrs K concerned that her children are not enjoying it as it 

is aimed more at the younger years. In particular content was not what was delivered. Other parents 

kids have enjoyed it. Concernt hat the age range is hard to balance. Mr T will passs on information 

but school Is just a host. 

Anonymity still being considered as it is hard to address issues if school doesn’t know who they need 

to explain it to. 

Water – On infant site kids are able to refill at any time. Water is taken outside at break times and 

there is constant access. On Junior site kids are reminded to drink and refill throughout the day. 

After school club has very little take up. School hopes this may change in September when new 

parents arrive and parents change their arrangements for the new year. The school continues to run 

after school club at a loss but hopes parents will choose to use school care in the future to support 

this. 

1. Feedback from Sportsday and Parents Workshop 

Mixed reviews on sportsday. Issues with parking, Mr T needed a megaphone. Some liked children 

being able to cheer for their siblings in other years. Parents really enjoyed seeing their kids together 

one site. Some parents couldn’t see. No relay race which is a shame. School pulled the relay race as 

they ran out of time. A lot of sitting around for younger children. Children would like to do more 

races. Kids did do a lot of races in the morning (16 activities). No stations this year so less going on 

for parents to watch. A lot of parents loved bringing everyone together. Parents are there for a long 

day just for two short races. School felt it ran smoothly. Car parking was an issue. There were 6 cars 



causing bottlenecks and blockages. Several farm vehicles and the school buses could not get 

through. This was very disappointing as it causes such a bad reputation in the village for the school. 

Additional parking is being looked into but parents should park up by the church and there is space. 

It is dangerous for the children to weave between cars when they are leaving school. Parents need 

to be more careful with parking. Mrs WIlde will look into how other schools do a combined sports 

day to fit more in. 

2. Transition Arrangements for Yrs 2and 3 

Best year yet for this transition happened last year and school plans to do things in much the same 

wy, Yr 3 are producing a booklet for Yr 2 and Yr 2 will come across for several visits. 

3. Introduction of new collection Arrangement Tags 

Children’s safety is paramount and if the school is not sure where the children are going then the 

children will stay in school.  

The current plan is to avoid having to phone parents as much as possible to clarify arrangements as 

this detracts from learning time. Each child will now be given a large tag with space for parents to 

write on all people who are allowed to pick their child up. If the name is on the tag and the person 

turns up requesting to take the child then the child will be allowed to go. Bus tags also need to be on 

if the child is going on the bus. Club overrides bus tag. If a child is registered for a club they should go 

to club even if they have a bus tag on, unless the school has been informed of other arrangements. 

Parent forum is asked to review the document explaining the new system to ensure it is clear.  

If parents inform the school office of changes to pick up parents do not need to remind the school 

nearer the time. Giving plenty of notice is always a good idea when changing pick-up arrangements. 

4. Feedback from online parents evening appointments nad school club booking 

School apologises for the agrow surrounding the login from this times new password issues. Overall 

parents are still in favour of the online system. Parents agree that the 20 minute buffer between 

appointments is adequate. One parent commented that there is a rush to book. School has no 

control over the midnight start to opening, this is just how the gateway works.  

School club booking – there was some confusion over what is staff led and what is paid for. This time 

school tried to separate the two out but this seems to have led to more confusion. Staff led clubs are 

first come first serve. Paid for clubs are separate to this as this is part of after school care. Parents 

are very grateful for the opportunity to use the school after school club for free once learn and 

master has finished. 

5. School Trip ID/wristbands 

It has been suggested that when on school trips children could wear a wristband with school contact 

details on. School is concerned that this will raise anxiety levels amongst the children or give children 

the idea that they can wander off. School is confident that the children are safe on a school trip and 

the children are always in school uniform to identify them as with the school. 

Following Manchester Bombing both sites addressed this with the children in an age appropriate 

sensitive manner as the school was aware that the children were discussing it and even children who 

had not had it explained at home were being informed by other children in school. Parents were 

very appreciative of this being discussed in assembly. 

6. Class Representation for 2017/2018 



People to let Mrs Wilde know if they are unable to continue. 

7.Globe Trip Communication 

Parents felt that the school should have been more forthcoming with information about the globe 

theatre trip. Mr T apologises if extra anxst was caused by lack of communication. It was a difficult 

decision made harder by the timing of half term and the school office being closed for a week during 

the decision making process. 

8. Concerns over attrition Rates of staff 

Unfortunate circumstances led to three experienced staff leaving at the same time. School is very 

pleased with its appointments. Mr Mole is excited for new ideas coming through from new members 

of staff. School is looking into how responsibilities will fall in the future. 

9. Uniform Changes 

School has changed to try and get a better deal for parents. The colour has changed as parents have 

complained in the past about varying shades and staining issues. There will be joint providers with 

the print lab so people who don’t like TESCOs values can avoid using them. 

10.Communication 

Concern that there are multiple emails correcting previous emails. School is working on this, 

mistakes happen and school apologises for any mistakes. 

The Calendar needs updating. 

One parent is pleased that communication has improved. 

It has been raised that there have been occasions when parents felt the schools values were not 

reflected in the conduct of the staff in their interactions and communication with parents. A 

separate meeting has been held and concern about this will be addressed. The professional conduct 

of staff is taken extremely seriously and should parents wish to discuss their experiences in more 

detail they should please contact the school or the chair of the governors – Mr Winnicott. 

 

 

 

 


